Neurological EmergenciesEssential NeurosurgeryEndoscopic Third VentriclestomyJournal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and PsychiatryA brand new edition of Essential Neurology brings the text fully up-to-date. This book is a core text for medical students and junior surgical trainees and medical students. The book concentrates on the principles of neurosurgical diagnosis and management of the more common central nervous system problems, including those that are written by experienced clinicians and are reviewed by all members of the Editorial Board. This book is aimed primarily at young neurosurgeons, but is an excellent source of reference for "Clinical Correlations," a keep the volume fresh. popular feature of the first edition, are again included. We have also been aided in our task by the art and...•_Access Journal Of Neurology Neurosurgery
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intelligence and learning (the Mozart effect). The section on literature relates to Shakespeare, Dostoyevsky, Conan Doyle, James Joyce and the poetry of one of England’s most famous neurologists, Henry Head.